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Discover a healthier, happier you! 
							Look and Feel Great! 
							GET STARTED 
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Charlotte NC’s Best Medical Weight Loss Clinics since 2006!



With two convenient Charlotte area medical weight loss clinics, Learn2Lose offers the latest breakthrough weight loss treatments to keep youÂ  feeling andÂ  looking your best.





MEET DR CROLAND



×MORE ABOUT MEDICAL WEIGHT LOSS


Medical Weight Loss Clinics | Learn2Lose

2 Charlotte NC area locations specializing in medical weight loss and wellness!

With 2 medical weight loss locations around Charlotte, NC, Learn2Lose offers the tools and guidance you need to achieve your weight loss goals. Whether you need to lose 10 pounds or even 100 pounds, We Can Help! Weâ€™re a Charlotte, NC based medical practice specializing in medical weight loss solutions and other cutting edge services.

What sets us apart?

We understand that you have many options when choosing Weight Loss Services! Many of our patients come to us after trying a variety of programs, both medical and non-medical.Â We offer safe medical weight management services in a very personalized, non-judgmental environment. We obtain lab work to rule out other medical causes of obesity and perform EKGâ€™s, when indicated, to ensure safety. Â Your medications are reviewed to make sure they arenâ€™t part of the problem. We get to know our patients and offer guidance throughout the weight loss and maintenance process. The professionals at Learn2Lose spend quality time with every patient. We explain the medical aspects of obesity in plain and simple language. We offer you the tools, knowledge and guidance needed to assist you in achieving and maintaining your goals. Check out our medical weight loss reviews.

Our medical weight loss clinics are conveniently located to South Charlotte, Matthews, Waxhaw, Ft. Mill, Lancaster, SC and Indian Land, SC.

Dr. David CrolandÂ has been helping his patients lose weight since 1995. Using his clinical expertise in family medicine and bariatrics, he will design a weight loss and maintenance program that is right for your weight, your health, and your lifestyle.

Your weight loss program may include:

Prescription medicationsÂ to help control appetite while you make important dietary changes, medical meal replacements to increase protein and control calories, exercise recommendations, and injection options such asÂ Lipotropic injectionsÂ and the new weight loss game-changers,Â SemaglutideÂ andÂ Tirzepatide. We invite you toÂ Learn2LoseÂ at one of our Charlotte medical weight loss clinics.

For more weight loss related information, see ourÂ Weight Loss Blog.
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	Berberine: Your Natural Metformin Alternative
October 30th, 2023|Weight Loss|

 Berberine: Bridging the Gap Between Nature and Pharmaceuticals Since the beginning of time, humans
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	Semaglutide vs. Tirzepatide: Similarities, Differences and Cost
August 30th, 2023|Weight Loss|

 Semaglutide vs. Tirzepatide The medical weight loss field has experienced a great deal of
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	COVID Weight Gain Strategies
April 19th, 2020|Weight Loss|

With the COVID-19 pandemic, the uncertainty of the times can easily move your weight loss
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Contact Us







Get Started Today by Booking a Consultation with us!




Request your consultation







							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					

Reviews




I could not be more happy with my success and my treatment. The staff is professional but friendly and caring, not something you get very often in healthcare in my experience. By following their program I have exceeded my weight loss goals while maintaining muscle mass. I feel great and would not hesitate to recommend them to family and friends




George Sperry


Dr Croland and his TEAM are outstanding! They are very knowledgeable and supportive. Whether you are looking to do the weight loss program or any type of Aesthetic services. He also has a fantastic skin care line that’s very reasonable. I always look forward to a visit…They will make you look beautiful!




Clancy Bucy


Love love love everything about L2L. I have been a patient here for years. Dr Croland, Julie and all the girls are fabulous. They are well educated and super supportive in whatever journey you choose to take. I wouldnâ€™t consider going anywhere else.




Jen Kiel


I highly recommend Dr. Croland for any aesthetic services that you are interested in. He and is amazing with fillers and I am VERY particular. He knows what he’s doing! I was referred to him by a friend that works for a plastic surgeon so I knew he must be good. His staff is also professional and very friendly and they offer everything from weight loss services to laser and everything in between!




Sherilyn Taylor


I’ve been a client at the Ballantyne location since March 2021 and have lost 60 lbs in 8 months with excellent support and guidance from the Learn2Lose team! I’ve also taken advantage of the cosmetic care with a series of chemical peels. They take really good care of you here! I highly recommend them!!




Kelly Cannon






I have had a wonderful experience. Staff is pleasant and understanding. Down 20 pounds !



















EmiLee Mullis


This place is wonderful!! Love the staff!! They truly care and will help you reach your health goals! Go for it, youâ€™ll be glad you did!




Patrick Edmondson




Read More Reviews
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BALLANTYNE/SOUTH CHARLOTTE OFFICE



16147 Lancaster Hwy Suite 

120 Charlotte, NC 28277 

(704) 243-7106




MATTHEWS OFFICE



1207 Crews Road Suite E

Matthews, NC 28105

(704) 841-8162
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Schedule Now




BALLANTYNE/SOUTH CHARLOTTE OFFICE



16147 Lancaster Hwy Suite 

120 Charlotte, NC 28277 

(704) 243-7106




MATTHEWS OFFICE



1207 Crews Road Suite E

Matthews, NC 28105

(704) 841-8162
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